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Abstract 
Compatibility is the precondition to ensure the correct interaction among components in compo-
sition process, how to make the mismatch components coordinate correctly is a vital problem in 
component composition. This paper first modeled component behavior by LTS and expressed ac-
tion mapping as synchronous vector then defined the sequential relationship among synchronous 
vectors as adaptation contract. Thirdly we analyzed the different mismatch situations and cor-
responding adaptation strategies. At last designed adaptation algorithm to produce adaptor speci-
fication automatically and ensured the mismatch components can correct interaction under the 
mediation of adaptor and verified the validity of proposed method through an application system. 
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1. Introduction 
Component based software development (CBSD) that aims at constructing new systems by compositing prefa-
bricated reusable components have been tested can shorten the development cycle and improve software quality 

[1]. Composition is the core of component model [2]. Only components participating in the assembly be fully 
compatible can ensure correct interaction among components, however, usually components are provided by 
different software vendors so that the difference of operations name, operations order and operations granularity 
that are defined in component interfaces is almost inevitable due to different use perspectives. Incompatibility 
among components caused by these differences during the assembly process is almost inevitable too. Whether 
the incompatible assembly can be adaptable and, if adaptable, how to generate the adaptor specification are im-
portant problems that must be solved in the assembly practice. 

Interface should contain full specification needed by interaction because Interfaces are the only interaction 
channels between components. At present mainstream component techniques (such as CCM, DCOM and EJB) 
just define syntax layer interaction information through Interface Description Language (IDL) thus the interface 
shows as a series of discrete operations set, however, the sequential relationship of these operations not defined 
clearly so can’t inspect the behavioral characteristics of component interaction [3]-[5]. Labeled Transition Sys-
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tem [3] (LTS) not only has graphical property but also has strict mathematic foundation so be selected to model 
component behavioral. Thereafter, we using synchronous product to stimulate the interaction relationship of re-
ceiving and sending messages, and then check whether there arise the deadlock in synchronous product. The in-
teraction process needs adaption if deadlock exists in synchronous product. The first step of adaption process is 
to define the corresponding actions between sender and receiver as synchronous vectors. Then, define the se-
quential relationship of synchronous vectors as adaptation contract. In the end, analyze different mismatch types 
and adaptation strategies and design the adaptation algorithm to build adaptor specification automatically thus to 
ensure the correct interaction between the components with mismatch behavioral. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 formally introduces our component model and 
the case study we use throughout this paper. Section 3 presents how to judge the behavioral compatibility and 
analyzes different mismatch situations and corresponding adaptation strategies. Section 4 defines the synchron-
ous vectors according to the messages receiving and sending relationship and defines the sequential relationship 
of synchronous vectors as adaptation contract then designs the adaptation algorithm to work out the mismatch 
interaction behavioral. Section 5 compares our approach with related works. Section 6 ends the paper with some 
concluding remarks. 

2. Component Behavioral Model Based on LTS 
Definition 1 (Component View) Component view CV can be defined as a triple tuple CV = (Ip, IR, P), where: 

Ip is provided interface, including operations can be called by other components, namely Ip = {a1, a2, …, an} 
IR is require interface, including operations request to other components, namely IR = {a1, a2, …, am} 
P is behavioral protocol of the component and is formally defined through LTS, P describes the specification 

and constraint of the component’s behavioral protocol and is formally defined as a quintuple P = {A, S, I, F, T}, 
where: 

① A is a set of events; 
② S is a set of states; 
③ I is initial state, I ∈ S; 
④ F is final states, F ⊆ S; 
⑤ T  ⊆ S × A × S, is a set of finite state transition in component interaction; 
Component behavioral is presented by LTS, Message-based communication between components is therefore 

represented using events relative to the emission (denoted by!, defined as dir (a) =?) and reception (denoted by?, 
defined as dir (a) =!) of messages corresponding to operation calls. Complementary events are denoted with the 
same name of message and opposite directions, namely . 

The Figure 1 shows two components, customer and server, of a Video on Demand (VoD) system. The graph 
(a) is customer component LTS, where customers can play as two roles: guest and user. The role of guest is able 
to inquire (Query!) the list (List?) of videos and choice (Choice!) one of them. If guest isn’t interested in any of 
the videos, he or she can execute (Shutdown!) to exit the system. The other role user is required to log into the 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1. (a) Customer component LTS and (b) VoD server LTS in the VoD 
system. 
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system (Login!) before playing any video and input the form of payment (Pay?). After playing (Play?) the user 
logging out the system (Logout!) and get the details of the bill (Bill?). The graph (b) is the server LTS in the 
system. It receives user’ inquiry (Query?) and provides the querying results in list (List!) where customer can 
select (Select?) one video. If customer is user role the server requires he or she log in (Login?) first and provide 
form of payment (Pay?). Then, the details of bill information will be sent to user before the video playing (Vid-
eo!). After paying, the user can choose replay (Replay?) the video (Video!), If the customer is guest role he or 
she only be provided free short video preview (ShortVideo!). The LTS model can describe not only the sending 
and receiving messages between components but also sequential relationship of these messages. 

3. Judgment of Composition Compatibility and Analysis of Mismatch Behavioral 
3.1. Judgment of Composition Compatibility 
As far as the application system composited by several components is concerned, the running process of the 
system is presented as a series of operations invocation among these components. In the system, synchronous 
transition happens to at least two components under the effect of complementary events. It means that when one 
component sending the message a, there is another component is ready and able to receive the message a. The 
system can interact correctly and terminated must meet two conditions [6] [7]: (1) Synchronous transition hap-
pens anytime within the system. (2) Every component is able to transit from its initial state to its terminal state. 

In order to simulate the system running process and inspect the system behavioral compatibility, we define the 
synchronous product, contains all of the interaction behavioral among components, under the effect of comple-
mentary event (a, a), and synchronous product still is a LTS [8]. 

Definition 2 (Synchronous Product) The synchronous product of several components LTS Ci = (Ai, Si, Ii, Fi, 
Ti), i ∈ {1,..., n}, is LTS C1ǁ...ǁCn = (A, S, I, F, T), where 

① A = A1 ∪ {ɛ} ×... × An ∪ {ɛ}; 
②S = S1 ×... × Sn; 
③I = (I1,..., In); 
④F = (F1,..., Fn) 
⑤Tis defined by following rules: 

(s1,..., sn) ∈ S, i, j {1,..., n}, i < j; if  (si, a, si’) Ti,  (sj, , sj’) Tj, (x1,..., xn) ∈ S, ( (s1,..., sn), 
(l1,..., ln), (x1,..., xn)) T, k ∈ {1,..., n}: 

If k = i, then lk = a, xk = si’; 
If k = j, then lk = , xk = sj’; 
If k ≠ i, j, then lk = ɛ, xk = sk; 
According to definition 2, the necessary and sufficient condition for further transition within one of the com-

posite state in the synchronous product is that there exist component Ci and Cj, they execute the complementary 
events at the same time and they transit from state si and sj in their own LTS respectively. The other components 
don’t make any transition. (Denoted by ɛ); as far as one component is concerned if it is in a nonterminal state 
and can’t transit further then we define this state as deadlock state. 

Definition 3 (Deadlock State) Let C be a LTS = (A, S, I, F, T), a state is deadlock state, noted by dead (s), if it 
is in S, not in F, and has no outgoing transition: s ∈ S s F  ( l ∈ A, s’ ∈ S, (s, l, s’) ∈ T). 

Due to the system that formed by several components receiving and sending messages synchronously is also a 
LTS, the compatibility judgment can be done through inspecting whether there is a deadlock in the synchronous 
product LTS. 

Definition 4 (Deadlock) if there is a state s in S such that dead (s), then LTS = (A, S, I, F, T)is deadlock. 
We can design algorithm to check system compatibility automatically according to definition 3 and 4. The 

input of algorithm is synchronous product LTS and output is True or False, if the output is False then there has 
deadlock in synchronous product LTS and system incompatible else system compatible. 

Algorithm 1: Check compatibility 
Input: synchronous product LTS = (A, S, I, F, T) 
Output: True or False 
1: s = I; 
2: if ( l ∈ A, s’ ∈ S, (s, l, s’) T) then output (False) 
3: else While (true) 

∀ ∀ ∈ ∃ ∈ ∃ a ∈
∈ ∀

a

∧ ≠ ∧ ¬∃
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4: {s’ = subsequence (s); 
5: s = s’; 
6: If (s ∉ F  ( l ∈ A, s’ ∈ S, (s, l, s’) ∈ T)) 
7: Then {output (False);break;} 
8: Else if (s ∈ F) 
9: Then {output (True);break} } 
The algorithm 1 is designed to inspect whether the initial node in the synchronous product can transit or not at 

first. If there is a deadlock (sentence 1 - 2) then exit system, otherwise, check whether the successor node can 
transit or not if no then exit system (sentences 3 - 7). If it can transit outgoing to the terminal state, it indicates 
that there not exists any deadlock in the system (sentences 8 - 9). 

Regardless of looping, the synchronous product forms a directed acyclic graph and we can use depth first tra-
versal to inspect whether the transition is executable in each node. The algorithm complexity is O (|S|) in which 
the S is the state number of synchronous product. 

Now we can check the compatibility between customer component and VoD server component in Figure 1. 
Two components transit to state (②, ②)respectively from their initial status under the effect of complementary 
events (Query!, Query?) and (List?, List!). After that, even if the direction of the event (Choice!, Select?) is re-
verse, but the name of the messages are not the same, so, they cannot synchronize and the state (②, ②) isn’t the 
terminal state, which leads to deadlock. 

3.2. Mismatch Analysis and Adaptation Strategies 
In the practice of composition, components are usually developed by different third vendors. Since the usage 
exception of the components is not exactly the same, the operation name, operation sequence and operation 
granularity of the components inevitably be defined differently. It results in the situation of incompatibility 
when composition. And meantime, for the system integrators, it is impossible to modify the codes of the com-
ponents due to their black-box characters; the only way they can use is non-intrusive adaptation mechanism to 
eliminate the incompatibility among components. 

The behavior of each component forms a directed acyclic graph. For one component, each time of its execu-
tion corresponding a path from initial state to terminal state. The definition 5 defines the concept of interaction 
path. 

Definition 5 (Interaction Path)In one execution, the sending/receiving message sequence of component Ci 
when it interacting with other components, in the LTS model, its corresponding a transition sequence from ini-
tial state to terminal state, which is expressed as Pi = ti1, ti2, …, tin and corresponding massage sequence is MSi = 
li1, li2, …, lin. 

This paper assumes that the operation granularity is the same. Namely, one operation of a component not have 
several counterpoints in another component, componentsC1 and C2 will meet the four mismatch cases listed be-
low: 

(1) Name mismatch (1 - 1): The operation functions defined by both of the receiving and sending components 
are same but their names are different, namely: l1i∈MS l2j∈MS2  (l1i, l2j)∈V  (name (l1i) ≠ name (l2j)), i, 
j  [1, n]. Like the message pair (Choice!, Select?) in the VoD system. It is also found that there are message 
pairs (ShortVideo!, Preview?) and (Play?, Video!), which have different names but same function. Adaptor just 
needs converting the names. 

(2) Unanticipated reception (1-0): The sender send a message, but the receiver didn’t define any correspond-
ing operation, namely: l1i ∈ MS1  (dir (l1i) =!)  (l1i, ɛ)∈V, i  [1, n]. For the VoD system the customer 
sends the messages of shutting down (Shutdown!) and logout (Logout!), but there isn’t any corresponding oper-
ation defined in the server. This type of message indicates the independence evolutions of single component, as 
for as adaptation is concerned, these messages are filtered instead of sending to the receiver. 

(3) Expected reception undefined (0 - 1): The receiver expects to receive certain message, but the sender is 
not able to send the corresponding message, namely: l1i∈MS1  (dir (l1i) =?)  (l1i, ɛ)∈V, i  [1, n]. In out 
demonstration VoD system the server component expects to receive the Replay call, but the customer either 
didn’t or won’t call this operation. The receiver lies in the deadlock state in this interaction path and cannot be 
adapted. As for as adaptation is concerned, transitions and states after deadlock state of the receiver be deleted 
from its LTS because this path is inadaptable. 

∧ ¬∃

∧ ∧ ∧
∈

∧ ∧ ∈
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(4) Misorder (m-m): Both of the sender and the receiver define corresponding operations, but the order of 
these operations isn’t the same, namely: l1i∈MS1 l2j∈MS2  (l1i, l2j)∈V  (i ≠ j), i, j  [1, n]. For the 
VoD system, the sequence of operations for the user role is: Login (Login!) Pay (Pay!) Play (Play?)
Bill (Bill?), while, for the server, the sequence of operations is: Login (Login?) Pay (Pay!) Bill (Bill?)
Play (Play?). As for adaptation process, to the adaptor saving the message sent by sender; to the receiver, 
checking whether the corresponding message that the receiver needs to receive has been saved. If so, then adap-
tor forwards it. Else waiting for another one until all the messages that ought to be received are being forwarded 
to the receiver. Otherwise, the adaptation fails. 

As for the software system composited by components, components cannot be assembled directly if mis-
matching. Therefore, introducing an adaptor to mediate the interaction between components with mismatch be-
havioral and ensure the incompatible components interact correctly. If exists such an adaptor, it’s adaptable 
among those components. 

4. Generation of Adaptation Specification 
According to the aforementioned analysis, the adaptor is an independent component, which is able to partly or 
wholly resolve the incompatibility problems among components. The functions of the adaptor include [9]: (1) 
receive messages sent by sender; (2) cache the received messages; (3) send the cached message to receiver; (4) 
filter the unanticipated reception messages 

Definition 6 (Adaptor specification) An adaptor specification of a set of components Ci = {Ai, Si, Ii, Fi, Ti}, i
 [1, n], is a LTS = {AA, SA, IA, FA, TA}, where: SA is a set of adaptor state, SA ⊆ S1 。。。 Sn, is 

the set of adaptor actions,  is initial state of adaptor, is a set of terminal states, 
 is a set of transition. 

4.1. Adaptation Contract 
In order to express the corresponding relationship of messages during synchronous interaction among compo-
nents, the definition 7 defines the concepts of synchronous vector. Each event in synchronous vector is executed 
by one component and each vector represents the corresponding relationship among the messages that sent and 
received in their synchronous interaction. 

Definition 7 (Synchronous Vector) A synchronous vector V for a set of components Ci = {Ai, Si, Ii, Fi, Ti}, i  
[1, n], is a tuple < C1:l1;...;Ci:li;...;Cn:ln >, where Ci is component identifier, li is the event component executed, li

 (Ai{ɛ}), ɛ meaning that a component does not participate in a synchronization. 
For VoD system, the synchronous vectors between customer and VoD server can be indicated according to 

the corresponding relation of their events. 
VQuery ≤ Client: Query!, Server: Query? > ; 
Vlist ≤ Client: List?, Server: List! > ; 
VSelect ≤ Client: Choice!, Server: Select? > ; 
VLogin ≤ Client: Login!, Server: Login? > ; 
VPay ≤ Client: Pay!, Server: Pay? > ; 
VLogout ≤ Client: Logout!, Server: ɛ > ; 
VBill ≤ Client: Bill?, Server: Bill! > ; 
VPlay ≤ Client: Play?, Server: Video! > ; 
VReplay ≤ Client: ɛ, Server: Replay? > ; 
VShutdown ≤ Client: Shutdown!, Server: ɛ > ; 
VPreview ≤ Client: Preview?, Server: shortvideo! >; 
Synchronous vector only express the corresponding relation of receive/send messages among components. In 

order to describe the messages interaction relation among components from global perseptive, definition 8 still 
use LTS to express the sequence of synchronous vectors. 

Definition 8 (Vector LTS) A vector LTS for a set of vectors is an LTS L = (VL, SL, IL, FL, TL), where labels 
are vectors. 

Component behavior LTS shows the operation call relation in one component. Synchronous vector shows the 
corresponding relation between messages sent and received among interaction components. Vector LTS indi-
cates the sequential of Synchronous vectors. As for the adaptation of interaction, three of the relations need to be 

∧ ∧ ∧ ∈
→ → →

→ → →

∈ × × 1 ...A nAA A⊆ ∪ ∪
1= ...A nI I I× × 1 ...A nFF F⊆ × ×

AA A AS ST A⊆ × ×
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met simultaneously, namely adaptation contract. 
Definition 9 (Adaptation Contract) An adaptation contract of a set of components Ci = {Ai, Si, Ii, Fi, Ti}, i  

[1, n], is a couple (V, L), where V is a set of vectors for component Ci and Lis a vector LTS for V. 
For our demonstration VoD system the role of customers can be classified as two roles: Guest and User. Un-

der the guest role, it’s available to inquire and get free short videos. Under the user role, it’s available for him or 
her to inquire video, pay for it and then play. The Figure 2 shows adaptation contracts for two different roles. 
The letter G represents the adaptation contract for guest and the letter U represents the adaptation contract of us-
er. 

On the basis of forming the adaptation contract, the states of adaptation contract can be regarded as nodes, the 
transition under the effect of synchronous vector can be seen as edges, and the adaptation contract can be treated 
as a directed acyclic graph. For this graph, we can traversal each path based on depth-first search algorithm, 
during this process, synchronous vector of every transition shows the relation of receiving and sending messages 
under current state. In one path, if there is a node that receiver didn’t receive the expected message in the end 
then this node is deadlock state and this path inadaptable. Therefore, all the states following this deadlock state 
and outgoing transitions from these states should be deleted from adaptation contract. In the Figure 2, there isn’t 
any send message that match the receive message in the vector VReplay ≤ ɛ, Replay? >, so the path this vector lies 
in is incompatible. We can get new adaptation contract of the VoD system, showed in Figure 3, by remove 
states U4, U5, U7 and their corresponding transitions in adaptation contract showed in Figure 2. 

4.2. Generation of Adaptation Specification 
After getting the adaptation contract, from the point of view of adaptor, in any point of time, the send and re-

ceive relation must be one of the four situations listed below: 
(1) The sender and receiver neither receiving nor sending messages: It shows that two sides of interaction are 

in their terminal states. 
(2) One side sending message and another side receiving message: If the message sending by sender is exactly 

what receiver expects to receive, the adaptor will forward the expected message to receiver directly. If the send-
ing message isn’t the expected one by another side, the adaptor will receive this message and cache it, the sender 
continues to transit, while the state of receiver doesn’t update. 

(3) Receiving messages simultaneously: Inspect whether the expected message is already cached in adaptor, if 
it is, get the message out from adaptor, receiver and sender continues to transit. If the message just expected by 
one side is cached in adaptor, then this side transit further and the other side, which doesn’t have matching mes-
sage doesn’t transit. If neither of two sides has their expected messages in cache, then the deadlock happens. The 
state of both sides doesn’t change and the adaptation fails. 

(4) Sending messages simultaneously: adaptor caches the received messages and both of sender and receiver 
transit further. 
 

 
Figure 2. The adaptation contract of the VoD system. 

 

 
Figure 3. The adaptation contract of the VoD system after deleting 
the inadaptable path. 
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On the basis of above situations, algorithm can be designed and the adaptor specification can be generated 
automatically. For express convenience, we define several symbols: Em (s) = {l| (s, l!, s’) T s, s’ S} 
represents the set of messages that can be sent from state s. Rec (s) = {l| (s, l?, s’) ∈ T s, s’ S} represents the 
set of messages which can received from state s. Q is current set of messages in adaptor’s cache. SA is the state 
set of the adaptor and TA is the transition set of the adaptor. In initial state: Q = ∅, SA = ∅, TA = ∅. 

Algorithm 2: Generation of adaptation specification 
Input: A set of components LTS Ci = (Ai, Si, Ii, Fi, Ti）and adaptation contract LTSAc = (V, L); 
Output: If adaptable then adaptable (Ci) = True and output the adaptor specification Ad = (AA, SA, IA, FA, TA), 

else inadaptable and output adaptable (Ci) = False. 
1: LTSAC = (V, L); 
2: PAC = removeun defined reception (LTSAC); 
3: SA = SPAC; TA =∅; Q =∅ ;adaptable (Ci) = True; 
4: For all t = (s = (s1, …, sn), (l1, …, ln), s’ = (s1’, …, sn’)) in PAC do 
5: for u = 1 to n 
6: if ∈ Em (su) Then 
7: if (lu, lv) ∈ V lv Rec (sv)then 
8: tu = (su, lu!, su’); tv = (sv, lv?, sv’); u = u + 1;v = v + 1; 
9: TA = TA ∪ {(s, lu, s’’), ( s’’, , s’’’)}; 
10: SA = SA ∪ {s’’, s’’’}; 
11: else if (lu, lv) V lv Rec (sv) then 
12: if lv ∈ Q then 
13: Q = Q lu; Q = Q − lv ;tu = (su, lu!, su’); 
tv = (sv, lv?, sv’);u = u + 1;v = v + 1; 
14: TA = TA ∪ {(s, lu, s’’), ( s’, , s’’’)}; 
15: SA = SA ∪ {s’’, s’’’}; 
16: else 
17: Q = Q ∪ lu; tu = (su, lu!, su’); u = u+1; 
18: TA = TA ∪ { (s, lu, s’’)}; SA = SA ∪ {s’’}; 
19: end if 
20: end if 
21: end if 
22: Else if lu Rec (su) lu Q lv Em (sv) v  [1, n] Then 
23: adaptable (Ci) = False; exit; 
24: end if 
25: end for 
26: end for 
27: Return Ad = (APAC, SA, IPAC, FPAC, TA); 
Algorithm removes the obvious inadaptable path that corresponds to the mismatch type expected reception 

undefined from adaptation contract firstly (sentence 2). The state information of adaptation contract be saved in 
adaptor specification and the transitions in adaptation contract will be replaced by receiving/sending messages. 
Initially, the set of messages cached by adaptor is empty and the adaptable label is true (sentence 3). Then for 
every transition of adaptation contract the algorithm inspects its enable Synchronous vector, if sending message 
exactly corresponds to the receiving message in the same vector then the component LTSs can transit, the adap-
tor only need to transfer the message to receiver and adds the transition and state information to adaptation con-
tract (sentences 4 - 10). If the sending message doesn’t be received then adaptor caches this message. If receiver 
exception message has been cached by adaptor then adaptor sends the message to receiver meanwhile adds tran-
sition and state to adaptation contract and both the sender and receiver can transit further (sentences 11 - 15). if 
the situation is no receiver accept the sending message while receiver exception message neither is current 
sending message nor be cached in adaptor then adaptor receives and caches the sending message and sender 
transits further but receiver state doesn’t change. At the same time adaptor adds corresponding transition and 
state to adaptation contract (sentences 16 - 18). As far as the receiver is concerned, if there not exist send transi-
tion and the exception message has not been cached then adaptation fails and exit from system (sentences 22 - 
23). If adaptable then in the end return the adaptor specification LTS (sentence 27). 

∈ ∧ ∈
∧ ∈

∧ ∈
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Regardless of looping, component behavioral LTS and the adaptation contract form directed acyclic graphs, 
and algorithm use depth first traversals to inspect the transition in adaptation contract each component LTS si-
multaneously. The algorithm complexity is O (|S|n+1), and the S is the maximum state number of component 
LTSs and adaptation contract LTS and n is number of components. 

According to algorithm 2 the VoD system adaptor specification LST is generated automatically and showed 
in Figure 4. 

Definition 10 (Correctness of adaptor specification)A set of components Ci = {Ai, Si, Ii, Fi, Ti}, i ∈ [1, n], un-
der the mediated of adaptor specification Ad, every component can transit form initial state to terminal state, 
namely no deadlock state in Ad C1… Cn. 

To inspect the correctness of adaptation specification the synchronous product of components LTS Ci = (Ai, Si, 
Ii, Fi, Ti) and adaptor specification LTS Ad = (APAC, SA, IPAC, FPAC, TA) needs to be calculated then judgments the 
compatibility by checking whether there is deadlock state in synchronous product according to algorithm 1. For 
the VoD system we can use the generated adaptor to eliminate the mismatch behavioral and ensure both of cus-
tomer and server components transit from their initial states to terminal states. 

5. Related Work 
Adaptation technique has garnered wide attention in software engineering domain since Yellin and Storm firstly 
put forward in literature [10] that the adoption of adapting technique could resolve the incompatible problem 
among the interaction entities. At present, there are a lot of works involved with adaptation of components, and 
some of them extended the research on the field of Web service composition adaptation. It is classified as re-
strictive methods and generative methods according the adaptation methods [6] [8]. The former one encourages 
deleting the path that causes incompatibility from components behavior protocol when composing. Automati-
cally generating adaptors without the intervention of human is one of the significant advantages of restrictive 
methods. However, deleting path will result in the loss of some functions of components. Generative methods 
mediate the incompatible behaviors through saving, reordering events and data without modifying components’ 
behaviors. But they usually require the intervention of manual work. 

The literature [6] indicated that adaptation can be classified as five layers: Technical, signature, behavioral, 
QoS and semantic layers. Generative methods are the mainstream in present research works. The signature and 
protocol layers are mainly concerned when adaptation. Based on abstract model, they can be classified as me-
thod based on finite state machine [9]-[11], method based on process algebra [12] [13], method based on Petri 
net [14]-[16] and method based on LTS [6] [17]. 

The literature [10] is the basis of present methods. Based on the description of component behavior by finite- 
state automata, the paper gives the definition of the behavior compatibility between two components, puts for-
ward adaptable method for incompatible components, and discusses about how to generate adaptor depending 
on the analysis of all of the execution trace of finite-state automata on the basis of interfaces mapping. The lite-
rature [9] also uses finite-state automata to model Web service behavioral and generates adaptor model for dual-
ity interaction Web service according to interaction path. Because the action mapping relationship is not defined, 
the naming mismatch problem cannot be solved and the adaptor specification is generated with uncertainty. The 
literatures [12] [13] describe the component interface behavior protocol by π calculus, and then it gives out the 
 

 
Figure 4. The LTS protocol of the VoD system adaptor. 
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method of generating adaptor. But the method merely works for solving duality interaction problems and the 
calculation complexity of is higher. The literature [14] puts forward modeling the semantic and behavior using 
Petri Net based on normalized structure of semantic service flow nets then converts Semantic Service Flow Nets 
to π calculus and provide solution for generating behavioral adaptor for Web services composition. The litera-
tures [15] [16] use colored Petri net to model Web service behavioral and construct the reachable graph to ana-
lyze adaptable thereafter generate adaptor based on interface mapping rules. However, adaptor generated by this 
method neither has control logic nor to resolves adaptation under complicated scenarios. The literature [6] [17] 
introduce using LTS to describe components behavioral and establish adaptation contract by means of analyzing 
the corresponding relation between synchronous messages. It solves two mismatch situations including naming 
mismatch and unexpected receive. The other mismatch situations are still not being solved yet. As for the reord-
er mismatch problem, they model components behavior using Petri Net and establish adaptation specification. In 
regard of this method to generate adaptor based on interface mapping rule, one of the deficiencies is that it can-
not be used to solve complicated adaptation problems. And also it requires multiple switches between LTS 
model and Petri Net model in confront of several mismatch situations. The document [18] suggests simulating 
Web service behavior through YAWL and then synthesize adaptor by analyzing the execution trace of YAWL. 
Specifically, transform the Web service behavioral to YAWL firstly. Then synthesize expected adaptor accord-
ing to the analysis of execution trace of Web service. But both the execution trace analysis and the following 
adaptor verification depends on the state reachable graph of YAWL. The literature [19] defines several adapta-
tion templates based on BPEL code. Each template corresponds to an incompatible input. The integrator gene-
rates BPEL adaptation code using adaptation template according to different Web service incompatibility situa-
tions. However, it didn’t indicate how to combine these adaptation templates when confronting complicated 
adaptation situations. 

According to the above analysis, the methods based on finite state automata are relatively easy. But they are 
not very well to describe complicated components or service behavior. The methods based on process algebra 
are relatively mature, which can be used to describe the complicated components or service behaviors even in 
changing topology structure. However, their complexities restrict the application of these methods in this field. 
Petri Net performs well in graph and expression, so it is used widely to describe various sophisticated behavior 
in this field. But this method depends too much on state reachable graph in generating and verifying adaptor. 
When confronting with large-scaled adaptation problems, it will easily causes state space explosion problem. 

6. Concluding Remarks 
When developing software system by compositing components, because components are provided by different 
third vendors, deadlock or error behavior in composited system caused by the incompatibility of semantic and 
behavioral layers are inevitable even if their functions meet the needs of system. Therefore, how to ensure the 
correct interactions among incompatible components is one of the most important tasks in CBSD. This paper 
models software component behavioral as LTS at first referring to literature [6]. Then stimulates the receiving 
and sending messages relation between interacted components by using synchronous product and judges the 
system compatibility by inspecting whether there is deadlock in synchronous product. When their incompatible, 
forming synchronous vector by analyzing their behavioral relations and generate adaptation contract according 
to the sequential relationship of synchronous vectors. In the following, after deleting distinct inadaptable path (s) 
from adaptation contract, combing the relationship of messages sending/receiving, generates adaptor specifica-
tion automatically with the guide of adaptation contract so to ensure components interact correctly. The contri-
butions of this paper are: (1) this method not only can eliminate instinct incompatible path but also generate 
adaptor to adaptable scenarios. It combines the advantages of restrictive and generative methods. (2) Resolves 
the disorder mismatch messages reordered by means of adaptor cache mechanism thus using a unified LTS 
model to work out different mismatch types and decrease the complexity of adaptation. 

Web service composition is the extension of software component composition on Internet. The method put 
forward in this paper can also use to solve adaptation problems in Web service composition. How to transform 
Web service description to abstract model is mainly concerned when conducting Web service adaptation. That is: 
On the one hand, how to extract syntax layer information from WSDL automatically; On the other hand, how to 
generate behavioral protocol model expressed by LTS from BPEL or WF automatically. 

In this paper we exploit the behavioral adaption under the condition of same operation granularity, namely the 
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send and receive operation relationship is one to one. For the one to many or many to one relationship is further 
work of research. Moreover, this paper only considers the control flow information of component behavior 
without concerning data flow information and how to treats them together is another research work. 
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